Corner detection is a vital operation in numerous computer vision applications. The Chord-to-Point Distance Accumulation (CPDA) detector is recognized as the contour-based corner detector producing the lowest localization error while localizing corners in an image. However, in our experiment part, we demonstrate that CPDA detector often misses some potential corners. Moreover, the detection algorithm of CPDA is computationally costly. In this paper, We focus on reducing localization error as well as increasing average repeatability. The preprocessing and refinements steps of proposed process are similar to CPDA. Our experimental results will show the effectiveness and robustness of proposed process over CPDA.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image processing is one of the buoyant research fields around the globe. We can define image processing as a set of operations used to extract feature information from a digital image. One of the challenges in digital image processing is to detect or match features in a digital image. A feature is a piece of relevant image information with help of which various computational tasks can be performed that are related to a certain range of related but more complex applications. Instances of these applications include edge detection, object detection, corner detection etc. Feature detection and feature matching are The two major fields of image processing. Feature detection is a method to identify any significant property of an image like corner detection, edge detection etc. In feature matching we find similarities for test and original images.
An important approach in image processing in holistic image recognition [1] - [3] . However, the goal of this research is to detect corners from an image by using significant corner detection technique. A corner is a salient feature that could be termed as location of an image edge where angle of the slope changes abruptly [4] . There are two types of corner detectors -intensity based and contour based. Intensity based corner detectors directly deal with the intensity values of an image. In contrast, contour based corner detectors extract the curves from the image at the beginning, and afterward identify the locations which have salient information or maximal curvature. In this literature, we will focus on contour based corner detectors.
Recently there are a few works based on corner detectors that are chord-based. Chord-to-Point Distance Accumulation (CPDA) [5] showed outstanding performance in terms of localization error among corner detectors. This technique uses multiple chords and calculates curvature values of each point a measurement of being a corner. CPDA technique has quite low level of localization error; nonetheless, since the process uses several chord length and two separate refinement processes, it is highly expensive in terms of computational cost. As CPDA is providing the lowest localization error, we will propose a method which will produce better localization error than CPDA in the next section. At the same time, we will try increase the average repeatability with the same method. In experiment section we will see the novelty of the proposed process.
II. CONTRIBUTION
The main contribution of this paper includes producing a better localization error than CPDA. The better the localization error is, the reliable the corner sets are. We also focus on bringing down the calculation complexity to one-third of CPDA along with producing better average repeatability. Moreover, our proposed process is detecting some potential corner points missed by CPDA. In this paper, we will demonstrate the proposed process in detail.
III. BACKGROUND
Maximum of the contour-based corner detectors follow the same preprocessing steps. First of all, CPDA takes RGB image as input. Then it converts the RGB image to gray scale image. With the help of canny edge detector CPDA finds out the edge image from the gray scale input image [6] . Afterwards, it extracts some particular curves from edged image and uses Gaussian Kernel to smooth those extracted curves. Next, it finds T junction points on the curve. T junction points are considered as definite corner points. The most important and primitive part of considering a point as a corner is to calculate the curvature value of that point, and the curvature value determination process follows the preprocessing steps. After that, two basic refinement process take place in CPDA. The first one is to measure the curvature value and compare it with the threshold value to sort out the candidate corner sets. The later one excludes the false corners from the set of candidate corners to achieve the final corner set. They will be discussed shortly at the end of the section.
CPDA curvature value determination process is done with help of three chords of different lengths. The chord lengths are 10, 20 and 30. The chord lengths are defined to be L i , where 978-1-5386-0869-2/17/$31.00 c 2017 IEEE i belongs to the set {10, 20, 30}. Finding out the value of curvature for every single point of the curve using chord length i is done. In Fig. 1 we show P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , ..., P n are n points on the curve. From point P k using the chord L i , CPDA draws a straight line to point P k−L ; then CPDA traverses with the chord to the right of the curve until P k is no longer an internal point in that curve. Therefore, at the last step of iteration, one end of the chord is at P k and the other end is at P k+L . At each point of this iteration, distance between point P k and the straight line between two points of the chord at that step is calculated. The distance between point P k and the straight line is calculated using (1) .
After that the curvature value for each chord length normalized because the values become in range [0,1] using (2) .
Since there are three chords of different lengths, the entire process of curvature value determination is repeated three times, and same complex calculations involving square root operation is executed thrice. To find a candidate corner, we need a stable value from those three curvature values. Therefore, the curvature values for three chord lengths are multiplied using (3) .
Now CPDA aims to find out the candidate corner set from local maxima. The corner set consists of strong, weak, and false corners. The strong corners are significantly sharp and are included in the final corner set. On the other hand, the weak corners are relatively flat and therefore not considered for the final corner set. Similarly, the false corners add noise to the data set. The false and weak corners are removed by way of two refinement processes. 1) First Refinement process: Items of the candidate corner set are in range [0, 1] and the definition of angle threshold is set as t h = 0.2 which works well. If the value of curvature of candidate corner is less than the angle threshold then that Fig. 1 . Curvature value Estimation according to CPDA using chord [5] corner is declared as a weak corner and consequently removed from the candidate corner set. 2) Second Refinement Process: Angle threshold is used to remove false corners. The experimental result shows that if the angle is greater than 157 • than it becomes unreasonably noisy. Therefore we define the angle threshold as δ = 157 • . When the candidate corner being evaluated ha a curvature value greater than the defined angle threshold, it is termed as a false corner and then removed.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is named as single chord-based accumulation (SCA) technique. Before detecting the corner, we need some preprocessing of the image, which are the same as those of CPDA. Applying Canny edge detector, we find the edge image from input image. Then we extract planar curves from the edge image and find T-junction and then put these T-junction in candidate corner set. We apply small scale Gaussian kernel to reduce the noise from the curves. For each curve, we estimate the curvature value at each point situated on that curve. Instead of using three chord length as is done in CPDA, we use a single chord in order to calculate curvature value. Extensive experiments were conducted with chord length values ranging from 7 to 31, angle values ranging from 148 • to 160 • , and curvature threshold values ranging from 0.01 to 0.2. By observing the results of experimentation, chord length 15 is chosen as the length of chord in our process. This is because at this particular chord length, values of the two metrics of our experiment, namely -average repeatability and localization error are the most improved. More about evaluation metrics will be discussed in the subsequent section.
An intuitive reason behind choosing 15 as chord length is that, when the chord length is too small, many extraneous corners are detected which contain numerous noises and trivial details. On the other hand, when the chord length is larger, then the problem is that many important corner are missing. This is why we select a chord length that is neither too small nor too large, so as to minimize problems on both fronts. Our proposed method is demonstrated using Fig. 2 . Let p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ...p n be the points of the curve. To measure the curvature value h L (k) at a point p k we use the chord L. When we want to measure the value of curvature at point p k , we traverse with the chord from point p k−L to point p k+L . We term the perpendicular distance from p k−L to p k as d k,k−L , and we start our traversal with the two ends of the chord on these two points. The value of the distance is obtained by using simple Euclidean distance formula which is given in (4) .
Then we move the chord one place right in the figure when the end points are now p k−L+1 and p k+1 respectively. At this step, the distance value will be d k,k−l+1 since we are still in the process of measuring the curvature value of point p k . The process terminates when the two end points of the chord becomes p k and p k+l . Finally we can estimate the discrete curvature for the point p k using (5) .
We observe that the perpendicular distances from p k to p k−l , as well as from p k to p k are both zero; therefore, we optimize from (5) to (6) .
Depending on the curve, the value of h L (k) can range from zero to a large integer number. When considering this value with a threshold to remove weak or false corners, we have to normalize the value of h L (k). For each point, every distance is divided by the maximum distance thus the value is squashed within range [0, 1] following (7) .
Finally, we produce a set of candidate corner that includes weak corners, false corners, and also strong corners. Applying refinement process we remove the weak and false corners from our candidate corner set. Weak corners are flat and less significant; furthermore, false corners are noisy in nature. On the other hand, strong corner are sharper and more significant which is why they are finally added to the dataset. Now we follow the two step refinement process to remove the weak and false corners. These refinement processes are identical to the ones used by the CPDA process.
(1) Using Curvature-Threshold: After normalizing the value we find a candidate corner set with value range at [0, 1]. To remove the corners that are weak, we use curvature threshold which is T h . When the value of our candidate corner is less than our threshold, then we can call it as a weak corner. After conducting substantial experiments, we realize that the value of 0.067 gives the best result to remove the weak corner. So we declare that our curvature threshold T h = 0.067. Using first refinement process, we are able to remove the weak corners from our candidate corner set.
(2) Using Angle-Threshold: Using two nearest corners, we find an angle to our candidate corner which is defined by C. When this angle become larger than our threshold angle, the candidate corner is declared as a false corner. Our experimental result shows that the angle 157 • performs best than others. This means that when both the neighbors of a candidate corner is close to making a straight line with the candidate corner in middle, the candidate corner has less chance of being an actual corner. Therefore, when C becomes larger than 157 • , the candidate corner is define as a false corner and subsequently removed from our candidate corner set. This false corner removal process is same as CPDA second step refinement.
A. Image Accumulation and Transformation
In our experiment we mainly use the total number of different images which totals to 23. The entire image data set is gray-scale accommodating included both artificial images as well as real world ones. This same type of image are used in CPDA technique. The greater portion of image are collected from standard database. Table I 
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B. Evaluation Metrics
In corner detection technique we principally use two metrics which are average repeatability and localization error. Average repeatability is used to identify the similar corners between Fig. 3 . Test image contained in experiment database [7] test image and original image. Along with this, the use of localization error is to measure the error of the location between test and original images. These two techniques are used in order to gauge the performance of any corner detection technique. When a corner is found within a 3 pixel radius of original corner location, that is declare to be a repeated corner [5] , [8] . Let A p be defined as number of repeated corners, as well as B q and C r be defined as number of original and test image corners. Following these parameters, average repeatability is defined by (8) .
Localization error is measured by root means square operation using original and test image. Let the i th position of repeated corner in the original and test images be respectively (x mi , x ni ) and (y mi , y ni ). Then localization error is outlined in 9.
C. Results and Discussion
In Fig. 3 we show one image of a leaf from the test image database that has been used in our experiment. Fig. 4 depicts the corners that have been detected from the leaf image by CPDA detector, and Fig. 5 shows the corners detected from the leaf image by the proposed detector.
As can be clearly seen from the figures of the leaves, SCA method is superior to CPDA in terms of ability of detecting corners in a figure. If we count the number of corners detected by these methods, we see that CPDA can identify 26 corners from the leaf image, while the same figure is the source of 30 detected corners from SCA detector. Among the corners that are detected by SCA but not CPDDA, some are vital and Fig. 4 . Corners detected by CPDA process [7] prominent corners that are clearly visible by naked eye. This demonstrates that the proposed corner detector has a superior corner detection ability in comparison to CPDA.
While an issue can be raised about the validity of the extra corners detected by our proposed method, we present Table II as reply which demonstrates the counts of corners that have been detected from the original images and the average repeatability (across all transformations) by CPDA and SCA corner detectors. The data shows that SCA method has both higher average repeatability as well as lower localization error that CPDA detector, which are both markers of better performance.
The reason for this superiority of SCA method over CPDA is in part attributed to the reduced complexity in calculation. Whereas CPDA uses three chords of different lengths, SCA uses only a single chord of unique length to do the same calculations; as a result the number of calculations is reduced to one-third of that of CPDA. Among all the calculations done to estimate curvature value, the square root operation is the most computationally expensive one [8] , [9] . It is so expensive that other common arithmetic operations performed in the corner detection process are relatively insignificant. Therefore, in our method, when we reduce the number of square root operations to one-third of that of CPDA, it really brings a performance boost for SCA detector operations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a modified and effective contour based corner detector. In comparison to CPDA detector, the proposed detector achieves lower localization error with better average repeatability that can result in detecting reliable corners. The proposed SCA detector is able to detect larger number of corners than CPDA. In addition, our proposed detector is also computationally much faster than the CPDA detector.
